Independent Photoshoot

Schoolwide Learner Outcome: Champion of Self Expression

**Objective:** you will learn to...
- Create original works using industry standard software- Adobe Photoshop, and professional techniques

**Agenda:**
- Choose a studio photo shoot you would like to emulate.
- You can pick the model, clothing style, makeup artist, lighting, music and any other props you would like.
  - Remember, you’re still in high school, let’s keep the clothing fashionable, but modest.
- Do a COMPLETE natural looking retouch using the Beauty Retouch sheet.
- Save As: *Period_IndieShoot_LastName.psd*
- **On the bottom (in narrative form) write who your inspiration was, the type of light you used (i.e. soft, hard, and high or low key), what the photographer was about, and an optional relevant quote.**